
Sail ONEC SAILING CLUB  
BASIC RACING INSTRUCTIONS  
(based on Kanata Sailing Club Basic Racing Instructions) 
 

Many MANY books have been written on racing tactics. This is not one of them. What this is, 
however, is a brief introduction to racing on an Olympic course (which is what Sail ONEC uses), 
with basic explanations of rules and tactics. 
 

The Very Basics 
Club races are normally held on the 
traditional triangular Olympic course, which 
consists of a triangle sailed counter-
clockwise, buoys to port, followed by a 
second beat to windward, a downwind run, 
and a final beat to windward.  These last 
three legs are often referred to as a 
'sausage'.  The ‘race committee’ (1 or more 
club members who rotate through the day).  
set out the marks and govern the running of 
the race. Every racing skipper will have to 
take a turn on the race committee. 
 

Right of Way 
Generally speaking, normal right-of-way 
rules apply when racing.  In case you've 
forgot them from your basic training, they 
are: 

(1) A boat on port tack must give way to a boat on starboard tack. 

Figure 1. Traditional Triangle 

(2) A leeward boat has right of way over a windward beat. 
(3) An overtaking boat must give way.  

 
Right of way rules specific to racing will be explained as they arise below. At all times, however, 
there are two fundamental obligations that carry more weight than other right-of- way rules.  
These are 

(1) You must give another boat room to avoid an obstruction (overturned dinghies are 
common obstructions). 

(2) If you can avoid a collision that would damage the boats, you must do so.  

 
Beware of boats calling for right-of-way - they may be bluffing (or may be wrong even if they think 
they're right). Acknowledge the hail, but hold your course if you think that you have the right to do 
so. Good knowledge of the rules is a tactical weapon! If there is a disagreement between two 
boats regarding a rule infraction, the skippers have two options: they can ignore the infraction, or 
(discouraged in regular weeknight series racing) they can raise a protest to the race committee 
after the race. 

 

 

 



Breaking a Rule 
In the event that you do break a rule, such as violating someone's right-of-way, don't panic. You 
can clear yourself of the violation by performing a 720' (le: turn the boat around twice in quick 
succession).  The 720 must be performed before finishing the current leg of the course, and in 
such a way that it does not obstruct other competitors. One exception to this is the penalty for 
striking a mark (hitting it with ANY part of the boat while rounding it) - in this event you must do a 
'360' (ie: a single circle), and you must do it as soon as you get clear. If you hit a mark AND hit 
another boat at the same time, the penalty is a 720 (you don't have to do the additional 360 for 
hitting the mark). 

 

STARTING SEQUENCE 
At Sail ONEC we use standard ISAF starting sequence.  You may hear some old salts lamenting 
the passing of the previous, simpler 6-3-0 starting sequence, just nod politely.  
Before the start, the committee boat (containing the members of race committee) is positioned at 
one end of the starting line: 

at 5 minutes to go, the class flag is raised accompanied by a single blast of the horn (the flag 
signal takes precedence over the sound signal).  
at 4 minutes to go the preparatory flag(s) (I, P or Z) are raised, with a single blast. 
at 1 minute to go the preparatory flags (I, P or Z) are lowered, with a single blast. 
at the start, the starting class' flag is lowered and the class flag for the next class (if there is 
one) is simultaneously raised. There is, of course, a single blast of the horn. 

 
Summarizing: 
 
5 minutes  4 minutes        1 minute   0 - Start 

          

                  
 
Figure 2. Basic Start Sequence 

 
Individual Recall 

If one or more competitor crosses the line early and can be identify, the race committee will 
raise the individual recall flag, a single balst and possibly call out the offending sail number (s) 
and the boat (s) must re-cross the start line with 4 minutes.  It must not interfere with other boats 
while doing so.  If the boat(s) does not come, it will be disqualified.   
 

     
right after the start  as soon as the offender are back or at four minutes after the start 
 



General Recall 

If one or more competitor crosses the line early and cannot be identify, the race committee 
will raise the general recall flag, two blasts and the race will be cancel.   The Warning signal for 
the next race will be given one minutes after the general recall flag is lowered. 

                                 
right after the start      as soon as the offender are back 7 
 

THE START 
Tactics: ideally, you want to be crossing the start line at top speed at the moment the start 
flag is raised.  It doesn't always work out that way, however. Some of the more popular methods 
of starting that you might see are: 

(1) sit in irons just below the start line, then get moving just prior to the flag being 
raised. This isn't a bad tactic in a fast-accelerating boat even if you don't reach top 
speed, you'll at least be quite close to the line at the start 

(2) be on a close-hauled course at top speed, timed so that you'll cross the line just as 
the start flag is raised.  Use the pre-start period to time where you should be starting 
this maneuver from. Be careful that you don't cross the line early (or very late!) 

(3) reach along parallel to the start line in the seconds prior to the start, then go to 
close-hauled and cross the line just as the flag is raised.  WARNING - be careful of 
another boat luffing up and forcing you over the line early (luffing rights are 
explained later). 

Other points to consider are: 

• starting on the starboard tack gives you right-of-way over everyone on port tack 
• if the windward leg isn't dead upwind, or if the starting line isn't quite perpendicular to 

the wind direction, then one side of the start line may be favoured over the other (see 
paragraph below). 

 

THE BEAT 
Most of your time spent racing will be on the three beating legs. Maintain a close-hauled course, 
tacking as necessary, until you can round the windward mark. In a steady wind it may be 
advantageous to complete the beating leg by going far out on each tack: fewer tacks means less 
time lost while tacking. However, if the wind is shifty, a safer strategy is to tack more often, taking 
advantage of the wind shifts. If the wind 'heads' (shifts away from the direction you want to be 
going) on you when you are way out near the lay line, you can end up sailing much further than 
necessary, or sailing circles around the mark while never getting any closer to it! 
Watch for wind shifts you can take advantage of, and try to evaluate which side of the course if 
favourable.  In light wind conditions you must consider the effect of current in your strategy. 

When to tack: Here are some possible reasons to tack. 
(1) The wind shift. 
(2) You're on port tack and in danger of colliding with a boat on starboard tack 

(alternatively, you can steer a course that ducks you below them). 
(3) It will take you into clear air, perhaps away from a boat(s) stealing your wind. 
(4) You have reached the lay line. 
(5) Everyone else is tacking - there might be a good reason for it. 

Then again, maybe not. 



 
Rounding the mark: On most occasions, rounding the windward mark is uneventful.  You simply 
fall off to a reach, being careful not to hit the mark while rounding. If coming up to the mark while 
on a port tack, you must keep an eye out for any boat coming in on starboard. In large fleets there 
tends to be a windward mark procession that can be quite difficult to join. There are times when a 
boat can ask for water when rounding the mark beside you.  This is when the helmsman is asking 
for you to give him enough room to round between your boat and the mark. You only have to 
give this room if the other boat is on the same tack and has established an inside overlap 
at two boat lengths from the mark. 
If for some reason you pass by on the wrong side of the mark you must 'unwind’, and then round 
the mark correctly. 

    
Figure 3. Room at the Mark    Figure 4. Unwinding 
 

THE REACH 
The two reaching legs of the course are where you'll be attaining your highest speeds.  They are 
less tricky to sail than the beating legs, but you do have one or two things to watch out for. When 
on the reach a boat can come up behind you, blanketing you with its 'wind shadow' (le: it gets 
clean wind from behind it. but you get the mess that swirls around its 
sails).  Thus the reach is often where passing takes place. Bear in 
mind, however, that the same right-of-way rules apply here as do on 
the beat. 
 
Luffing Rights: Generally speaking, a leeward boat has right of way 
over a windward boat and this leeward boat can make itself very 
annoying to you if you're trying to pass it by 'luffing up' into the wind (on 
the beat this would mean sailing higher than close-hauled). This puts it 
into a position where you would collide if you continued your present 
course. Thus, you too are forced to luff up. 
Therefore, if a boat is attempting to pass to your outside, you can make 
yourself annoying to it by 'luffing up'. Luffing can be quite an effective 
tactic on the reach. Another passing opportunity lies when rounding the 
gybe mark. If you can attain a slight inside overlap with the boat ahead (at two boat lengths from 
the mark), you can hail for room and then scoot around the mark inside of your competitor. Be 
careful of the gybe mark when sailing in high winds. If fearful of gybing in strong conditions you 
can always sail clear and then tack the boat around. 

Figure 5. Wind 
Shadow 

 
Rounding the mark:  You only have to give this room if has established an inside overlap at 
two boat lengths from the mark even if the boat is on a different tack. 
 



THE RUN 
The running leg is much like the reaching legs, with boats from the rear able to blanket the wind 
of those ahead of them. One point to remember on this leg is that, on a dead run, a boat may 
choose to have its boom swung out on either side of the boat. So bear in mind that port tack / 
starboard tack right-of-way rules may come into play on this leg, even if all boats are heading in 
the same direction. 
 
Rounding the mark:  You only have to give this room if has established an inside overlap at 
two boat lengths from the mark even if the boat is on a different tack. 

 

THE FINISH 
The moment part of your boat (normally the bow) crosses between the windward mark and the 
committee boat, your finishing position will be noted. If you have the misfortune to hit the mark 
when crossing, you just 'unfinished' yourself, and must do a '360' and re-cross the line. 

Finding the Favoured End of the Line (apply to both the starting and finishing line) 
Start and finish lines are rarely perpendicular to the 
wind. The sailors who know how to figure out which 
end is favoured can gain two to three boat lengths in a 
race; in a big 7-race regatta that could mean 5 to 10 
points. 

Look at the diagram.  You can make your approach on 
either the pin (starboard-tack) or the committee boat 
(port-tack) layline.  One of these laylines will be the 
best way to start/finish, the other will be the slowest.  

You should be on one of these laylines as you 
approach the finish.  That does not mean you should 
sail out to the corner and only use two tacks on the 
final leg.  
 

When you cross the point “X”on one of the laylines, look in front of you at the side of the line you 
are approaching, and then over your shoulder at the other end of the line.  Decide which side 
looks closer, and head in that direction.   
 
In the diagram the boat sailing on starboard tack is ahead but didn’t pay attention to the “X “and 
continues to sail toward the unfavoured side of the line. The boat on port tack, though behind 
when they crossed at “X”, finishes several boat lengths ahead by sailing to the favoured end of 
the finish. 
 
The advantage increases as the as the line becomes more skewed.  This little rule always works 
when you need to beat to the finish.   
 

Result 
Each boat to finish is granted points equivalent to their position, 1 to the first boat, the second 
boat 2 points, the third boat 3 points, and so on.  Boats that did not finish (DNF) or did not start 
(DNS - they were in the vicinity of the start but did not cross the line) are given points equal to the 
number of competitors plus one.  Disqualified boats (DSQ) will be given points equal to the 
number of competitors pIus 2.  
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